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Cuba officially known as the Republic of Cuba is the main island country in the Caribbean with
Havana being the largest city as well as the countryâ€™s capital. It is a well centrally located country
with just 140kms north of United States and to its west laysthe Bahamas, Mexico, and the Cayman
Islands and Jamaica are towards its south and Dominican Republic to the southeast end. Another
thing that Cuba is world known for is the best quality Cuban cigars but it is illegal to carry these in
certain countries, particularly in the United States of America. Cigar refers to dried and fermented
tobacco bundle which is tightly rolled so that when ignited its smoke could be drawn into the mouth.

The Buy Cuban cigars in particular are rolled from tobacco leaves of the Vuelta Abajo growing
region with avariety of filler, binder and wrapper available from allacross the island. Torcedores- the
Cuban cigar rollers are highly appreciated and the most skilled rollers in the world. It is for the
intricate production process starting with plantingof seeds to closing of the box to aging of the cigars
to offer authentic Habanosthat offera unique taste and aroma make these Cuban cigars world class.
This popular culture of hand rolling of cigars dates back to islandâ€™s days being the hub of novelists,
mobsters and gamblers.

After President Kennedy and Cuban Revolution Leader Fidel Castro came close to world nuclear
war-the Cuban Missile Crisis the trade embargo banned the most preferred Cuban cigars export into
the United States. The law termed the authentic Cuban cigars as forbidden fruits which cannot be
purchased by an American national irrespective of wherever they are in the world. However, these
are smuggled into the United states and offered to customers at high prices.

It is for the perfect aroma and hand rolled perfection that makes these rolled tobacco leaves into a
unique Cuban brand. Cohibas are the most famous Cuban cigars which are not only delicate but
completely flavorful making them the most appreciated and wanted brand. It is followed by other
Cuban cigar brands like Montecristo, Partagas and alike which offer a variety of flavors.

Cigar lovers completely vouch for the fact that Buy Cuban cigars are a form of luxury like other
luxuries which offer a fine taste, aroma and flavor. Though one needs to be sure as there are
various fakes available in the market aswell with people advertise them as Cuban cigars.
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Martin Crowe writes about a Cuban cigars and a Buy cuban cigars.To learn more about a Cuban
Cigar just visit at http://www.cigarsofhabanos.com
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